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ABSTRACT 

 
One of the open come back outs in fingerprint confirmation is that the lack of strength against image quality 

degradation. Poor quality pictures end in specious and missing options, so degrading the performance of the 

general system . Consequently, it's very important to get a fingerprint reputation process to help approximate the 

quality as well as validity in the harnessed fingerprint photographs. In addition the particular variable distortion 

regarding fingerprints is one of the major causes for false non-match. Whilst this matter effects most fingerprint 

accepted purposes, it's especially unsafe in adverse recognition purposes, such as check out record as well as 

reduplication purposes. Such purposes, destructive people may well on purpose pose the fingerprints to help elude 

recognition. Within this document, all of us planned fresh algorithms to help discover as well as fix skin color 

distortion according to a new particular person fingerprint image. Distortion notice can be regarded as a new two-

class class difficulty, which is why the particular documented shape orientation place as well as time place of any 

fingerprint utilized because the characteristic vector along with a SVM classifier is usually ready to perform the 

particular class process. Distortion rectification (or equivalently distortion field estimation) is known as a 

regression difficulty, in which the input utilized is usually a altered fingerprint along with the end result may be the 

distortion field. So that you can solve this matter, a new repository (known because guide database) of varied 

altered guide fingerprints as well as similar distortion areas was made in the offline phase, after which in the on-

line phase, the particular most adjacent neighbor in the input fingerprint is usually found in the guide repository 

along with the similar distortion field can be used to help change the particular input altered fingerprint right usual 

one. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Despite the fact that automation like fingerprint recognition systems get quickly advanced throughout the last 

forty years, there stay alive numerous tough study complications, as an example, discerning poor fingerprints [2]. 

Fingerprint matcher is quite delicate to be able to picture excellent since viewed inside the FVC2006 [3], the 

location where the complementing accuracy of the identical formula adjusts significantly diverse data-sets due to 

fluctuation with picture excellent. This distinction between accuracies associated with plain, folded as well as latent 

fingerprint complementing is actually a whole lot larger since affecting technology assessments carried out through 

the NIST.  

The issue associated with poor fingerprints relies upon upon the sort of the actual fingerprint recognition system. 

Generally you can find 2 kinds of recognition techniques which is: positive recognition system as well as negative 

recognition system. In the positive recognition system, i.e at the real accessibility control techniques, the person is 
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actually allowed to be cooperative as well as wants to end up being determined. In the adverse recognition system, 

for instance identifying folks with enjoy databases as well as sensing a number of enrolment below different labels, 

the person (e. g., criminals) is actually allowed to be uncooperative as well as won't need to be determined. In the 

optimistic recognition system, degraded excellent will cause false decline associated with legitimize end users 

therefore carry irritation. The issue associated with poor for a negative recognition system, nevertheless, is a lot 

more severe when compared with positive recognition system, considering that malicious end users might 

intentionally weaken fingerprint excellent to be able to preclude fingerprint program through picking out the true 

personality as well as pattern recognition[6]. Actually, police have realized several instances wherever bad guys 

attempted to avoid id . by simply destructive or perhaps surgically adjusting their own fingerprints. Consequently it 

really is in particular necessary for negative fingerprint recognition system techniques to discover degraded 

excellent fingerprints as well as amend their own excellent so that the fingerprint program seriously isn't severely 

sacrificed by simply malicious end users. Degradation associated with fingerprint excellent is usually associated 

with 2 sorts which is: photometric or perhaps geometrical. Photometric destruction is frequently due to non-ideal 

pores and skin circumstances, filthy sensor floor, as well as difficult picture qualifications (especially with latent 

fingerprints). 

In this paper, distortion detection can be considered as a two class classification problem, for which this 

registered ridge orientation map and period map of fingerprint utilized since the feature vector and a SVM classifier 

will be prepared to do classification job. Distortion rectification (or equivalently distortion field estimation) can be 

considered any regression problem, the location where the input can be a altered fingerprint and the production 

could be the distortion field. To solve this challenge, any repository or database of varied altered reference 

fingerprints and related distortion fields is created inside off-line stage, and then inside on the online stage, this 

nearest neighbor in the input fingerprint is found in this repository connected with altered reference fingerprints and 

the related distortion field is utilized for you to correct this input fingerprint. A important property of the proposed 

system will be that it does not call for virtually any adjustments for you to active fingerprint receptors and 

fingerprint purchase processes. These kinds of property of the proposed system incorporation into active fingerprint 

recognition systems. The proposed fingerprint recognition systems  has been considered in 3 database, [3]FVC2004 

DB1 in whose pictures usually are significantly afflicted with distortion, Tsinghua altered fingerprint repository 

which often is made up of 320 altered fingerprint movie records, and NIST SD27 latent fingerprint repository. Fresh 

final results display that the offered algorithms can certainly help the related precision connected with altered 

fingerprints evidently. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Due to the importance of recognizing distorted fingerprints, Researchers have proposed a number of methods 

and several fingerprint matching approaches. Few of them are as follows: 

Xuanbin Si and Jianjiang Feng and Jie Zhou and Yuxuan Luo, Detection and Rectification distorted 

fingerprints.in this paper distorted fingerprints can be detect and rectification is done[1]. 

 Xinjian Chen, Jie Tian suggested Algorithm based on Normalized Fuzzy Similarity Measure for Distorted 

Fingerprints Matching. This paper suggests a novel algorithm, normalized fuzzy similarity measure (NFSM), to 

handle the nonlinear distortions. The proposed algorithm consists of two main steps. In the first step, the template 

and input fingerprints were lined up. In this process, the local topological structure matching was presented to 

amend the robustness of global alignment. In the second step, the method NFSM was presented to compute the 

similarity betwixt the template and input fingerprints.  

In Luo’s method, an uncertain bounding box was used during the matching process. The process is robust to 

nonlinear deformations betwixt the fingerprint images. However, the distortion among the fingerprints from the 

same finger are captured from the Cross Match sensor is too large. In order to endure matching minutiae pairs that 

are further obscure because of distortions, the size of the bounding boxes has to be increased. However, as a side 

effect, it gives a very high probability for those non matching minutiae pairs to get paired, which results in a higher 

false acceptance rate. 

  The suggested algorithm was assessed on fingerprints databases of FVC2004 [4]. Disadvantage of this 

system: the algorithm used leads to false acceptance which occasionally happens. It depicts a similar pair although it 

is of some different fingerprint. Fernando Alonso-Fernandez and Javier Ortega Garcia, proposed a relative study of 

Fingerprint Image-Quality Estimation Methods. In this work, existing approaches have been divided into three parts. 
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First, those that uses local features of the image. Second, those that use global features of the image. The 

consequence of low-quality samples in the verification performance is also studied for a widely available minutiae-

based fingerprint matching system. Experimental results show high correlation betwixt genuine scores and quality, 

whereas almost no correlation is encountered between impostor scores and the quality measures.  

Jianjiang Feng, Jie Zhou proposed work for Orientation Field Estimation for Latent Fingerprint Enhancement 

[11]. In this case, identifying latent fingerprints is of critical importance for law enforcement agencies to arrest 

criminals and terrorists. The image quality regarding latent fingerprints is a lot reduced, using difficult unclear ridge 

structure as well as overlapping patterns in comparison with live-scan in addition to inked fingerprints. A new 

effective orientation field estimation criteria is essential pertaining to enhancing and recognizing poor quality latent. 

Nevertheless, standard orientation field approximation algorithms, which will procedure the majority of live-scan in 

addition to inked fingerprints, usually do not provide satisfactory results for the majority of latent. 

Localized Dictionaries Structured Orientation Field Estimation regarding Latent Fingerprints [13]-in this 

particular paper it is believe an important limitation involving traditional algorithms is of which they do not 

implement anterior information about the ridge. Dictionary dependent orientation field estimation tactic indicates 

encouraging functionality regarding latent fingerprints. In this paper, many of us seek to be able to exploit more 

powerful preceding information about fingerprints so as to more improve the functionality. Recognizing of which 

ridge orientations at various areas involving fingerprints include various characteristics, many of us recommend the 

localized dictionaries-based orientation field estimation algorithm, through which noisy orientation patch in a 

location end result by a local estimation tactic is changed simply by real orientation patch inside the local dictionary 

in the identical location. The precondition involving using localized dictionaries is how the pose in the latent 

fingerprint need to be estimated. We recommend the Hough transform-based fingerprint pose estimation algorithm, 

that the forecasts in relation to fingerprint pose manufactured by just about all orientation patches inside the latent 

fingerprint usually are built up. Fresh results upon tough latent fingerprint datasets display this proposed method 

outperforms previous ones noticeably Fingerprint distortion detection may very well be the a two class classification 

problem. We used this authorized ridge orientation map and also period map because the characteristic vector, that's 

categorized by a SVM classifier [19]. 

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Localized Dictionaries Structured Orientation Field Estimation regarding Latent Fingerprints [13]-in this 

particular paper it is believe an important limitation involving traditional algorithms is of which they do not 

implement anterior information about the ridge. Dictionary dependent orientation field estimation tactic indicates 

encouraging functionality regarding latent fingerprints. In this paper, many of us seek to be able to exploit more 

powerful preceding information about fingerprints so as to more improve the functionality. Recognizing of which 

ridge orientations at various areas involving fingerprints include various characteristics, many of us recommend the 

localized dictionaries-based orientation field estimation algorithm, through which noisy orientation patch in a 

location end result by a local estimation tactic is changed simply by real orientation patch inside the local dictionary 

in the identical location. The precondition involving using localized dictionaries is how the pose in the latent 

fingerprint need to be estimated. We recommend the Hough transform-based fingerprint pose estimation algorithm, 

that the forecasts in relation to fingerprint pose manufactured by just about all orientation patches inside the latent 

fingerprint usually are built up. Fresh results upon tough latent fingerprint datasets display this proposed method 

outperforms previous ones noticeably Fingerprint distortion detection may very well be the a two class classification 

problem. We used this authorized ridge orientation map and also period map because the characteristic vector, that's 

categorized by a SVM classifier [19]. 

Figure 1 shows  a system architecture in which input is fingerprint image and output will be the rectified fingerprint 

image. After giving input to the system detection and identification of distorted image is done. If image is distorted 

image then it goes through the rectification of distorted fingerprint and if it is a normal image then no need of 

rectification.   
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Fig 1. System Architecture 

4. IMPLEMENTATION 

A.  Distortion detection 

Distortion detection can be viewed like a two class classification problem. We have utilized your 

documented form ridge orientation map along with period map for the reason that feature vector, and that is 

additional classified through SVM classifier. 

B.  Fingerprint Registration 

To be able to get important feature vector, fingerprints should be registered inside a safeguarded system. 

We all advise any multi-reference structured fingerprint registration technique by which all of us express how the 

reference fingerprints are prepared in the real world level, and how you can sign-up an feedback fingerprint in the on 

the web level. 

C.  Reference Fingerprints 

The studies associated with realist fingerprint distortion, we all collected a distorted fingerprint databases 

termed Tsinghua distorted fingerprint databases. A FTIR fingerprint reader using online video media record 

efficiency has been for accumulation. Each participant will be questioned to media a finger on the reader in a very 

regular way, after which distort the actual finger by utilizing a sidelong force or maybe a torque as well as slowly 

raise the force. Inside the online stage the online fingerprint subscription, offered a great input fingerprint, we all 

execute the actual subscription w.r.t. authorized site of fingerprints. 

D. Statistical Modeling of Distortion Fields 

The distortion field involving some fingerprints could be approximated while using matching minutiae 

from the 2 fingerprints. Unfortunately, a result of the horrible distortion involving matched finger prints, present 

minutiae matchers cannot come across matching minutiae dependably. For this reason, we extract out minutiae in 

the very first figure using Verifier along with do minutiae tracking within each and every video media. Because the 

general action involving surrounding support frames will be minor, dependable minutiae correspondences involving 

the very first figure and the past figure can be found simply by this method. 

E. Distorted fingerprint rectification 

The distorted fingerprint can be looked into getting generated by using a strange distortion field to the 

normal fingerprint, and that is additionally strange. In case we are able to compute the distortion field in the offered 

distorted fingerprint, we are able to effortlessly accurate it into the normal fingerprint by using the inverse of 

distortion field estimation. And so we have to use a regression problem, and that is rather challenging due to 

excessive dimensionality with the distortion field (although if we use a block-wise distortion field). We use nearest 

neighbor regression with this job. 

F. Distorted Reference Fingerprint Dataset 
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  The actual distortion fields tend to be produced by consistently while using the subspace spanned through 

the original a couple of basic principle factors. For each and every time frame, 11 points tend to be consistently 

experienced inside the time period. For visual images goal, one reference point fingerprint (the fingerprint located 

for the origin with the work well system) will be useful to generate  datasets of distorted reference fingerprints, in 

addition to for each and every time frame, a few details tend to be experienced. Actually, several reference 

fingerprints utilized to obtain greater delivery. 

G. Distortion Field Estimation by Nearest Neighbor Search 

 Distortion field approximation is adequate to finding the nearest neighbor among many distorted reference 

fingerprints. The standard of currently being related is tested according to level 1 feature regarding fingerprint, viz. 

ridge orientation map and period map. We imagine of which distortion recognition as well as rectification regarding 

individual experts in addition depends on most of these attributes rather than minutiae. 

Algorithmic steps for proposed system: 

1. Registration of user with fingerprints. 

2. Detection of distorted fingerprints from data sets. 

 

Fig 2: Flowchart of proposed algorithm for distortion detection. 

i. Normalization. 
ii. Orientation field estimation. 

iii. Orientation field approximation. 
iv. Feature extraction. 
v. Minutiae Extraction & Distribution. 

3. Rectification  

 

Fig 3: Flowchart of rectification process. 

i.     Feature extraction. 

ii.     Distortion Field Estimation by Nearest  Neighbor Search from reference database. 

iii.     It can easily rectify it into the normal fingerprint by applying the inverse of distortion field estimation           

by nearest neighbor search. 
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iv. To complete the above task it use nearest neighbour regression approach. 

v.   Geometric transformation. 

vi.   Output rectified fingerprint. 

4. Rectified fingerprint. 

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

i. This system is proposes detection of the distorted fingerprints and rectification of detected distorted 

fingerprints.   

ii. Detection of distorted fingerprints system detects the either positive or negative recognition of the distorted 

fingerprints. 

iii. Rectification of the distorted fingerprints is use to rectify the detected distorted fingerprints by comparing the 

input image with reference database.  

iv. It also transforms the detected distorted fingerprints into the normal fingerprints. 

 

 
Fig 4.  Analysis of proposed and distorted detection and rectification algorithms 

 

SNAPSHOTS  

1. User login 

 

2. Admin dashboard 
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3. Registration 

 

4. Feature display 

 
 

5. Fingerprint matching module 

 
 

6. CONCLUSION 

False non-match frequency of fingerprint matchers is relatively high in severely distorted fingerprints. It creates a 

security hole in automatic fingerprint detection systems that could be used by criminals and terrorists. So, building 

up of fingerprint distortion scrutiny and reformation algorithms to fill the hole is a must. The paper illustrates a new 

distorted fingerprint detection and rectification algorithm. Distortion detection is done by the use of registered ridge 

orientation map and period map of a fingerprint as the feature vector, a SVM classifier is made to classify the input 

fingerprint as distorted or normal. In distortion rectification (or distortion field estimation), a nearest neighbor 

regression method is employed to anticipate the distortion field from the input distorted fingerprint , later the inverse 

of the distortion field is used to change the distorted fingerprint into a normal one. The experimental results on 

FVC2004 DB1, Tsinghua DF database, and NIST SD27 database show that the proposed algorithm can enhance rate 

of identification of distorted fingerprints unmistakably. 
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